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A* Introduction

1. Almost all censuses in the 1970 round -.and afterwards - will "be

processed "by computers. In some cases, the input-output operations will "be

highly automated through the use of mark readers or optical character

readers for input operations, and electronic photo-composers for out-

operations. Some principles of the processing technique will be discussed

here with a special view to explanations and guidelines needed for those

countries that are abou+ to enter this field for the first time.

B• Optimum use of capacity

2. Common to all computers is a central processing unit, hereafter referred

to as a "CPU". The CPU contains the central memory, that is the device where

the programme to be executed is stored together with the data to be manipulated

(the input data, the intermediate data) send the final data resulting from the

manipulations (the output data). Attached to the CPU is a configuration of

input-output devices, or so-called peripherals, such as units for reading

or punching cards or paper tapes, magnetic tape drives, direct access storage

devices (magnetic disk, drum units, etc.), optical character readers, printers,

etc.

3- Handling of data inside the central memory is much faster than reading,

punching and writing of data on the peripherals. It is good programming

technique to arrange, as far as possible, for the central memory to be kept

busy and not idling, waiting for a record to be read in or written out.

Reading and punching of cards or paper tapes, as well as reading marks or

characters, is much slower than reading and writing magnetic records (on

tapes, disks, etc)o The general practice is, +herefore, to write input-

data, that have to be used more than once, on magnetic tapes or other

magnetic storing media. There are even cases where a special, smaller,

computer is used for such comparatively slow operations as "card to tape",

"tape to card" and "tape to print", leaving the bigger computer

to communicate with the "outer" world with magnetic tapes only.

4* In tabulation of census data, the standard method is to use part of

the central memory for the simultaneous creation of a set of different
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tables (see annex). In certain c&,ses, areas can be reserved in the central

memory for all required tables, and if so, only a single input operation for

each record is required (for the tabulation) and no sorting at all of the

input records is needed. If there is not space enough in the central memory

for the tabulation to be made in one run, the following methods can be used,

separately or in combinations:

(1) Reruns, without sorting, of +.he input-records, with modified

programmes, until all basic tables are created- A table is said

to be basic if it is not a sum of other tables,

(2) Sorting the input records before and/or between the different

tabulations. In the extreme case/ sorting oan be used so that

only a single area in the central memory is required for the

tabulation* This single area is then used for the accumulation

for one table-cell at a time. The extreme case has been mentioned

here only to illustrate the thesis that the larger the memory,

the less sorting — the smaller the memory.) the more sorting^

(3) Attaching a so-called Direct Access Storage Device, a DASD, to the

central memory. On a BASDS records can be accessed directly,

as in the central memory, rather than serially, as is the-case

with magnetic tapes. Magnetic disks, drums and even magnetic

strips or cards, such as the IBM Data Cell Drive or the NCR Card

Random Access Memory (CRAM) are examples of DA.SD,

5« Before further discussion of the three methods, the preportions of a

typical census case will be given here. In the united Nations "Principles

and Recommendations for the 1970 Population Censuses" there are 22 tables

ranked as "first priority". The to+al number of locations, or cells, in

these tables is around 5»000. In this count, no totals are included.

For instance, the requirements for Table 7 is taken as 40 and not 63, as

is required when the marginal distributions are included (for explanation

of "marginal distribution" see the annex). Many of the tables will appear

on the lowest level in the hierarchy of geographical subdivisions. It can

therefore, easily be seen that the required number of table-locations, taking
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into account the geographical distribution, might run into the millions or

even tens of millions. If SUch cases have to be dealt with, without sorting

and rerunning, the only way is to use a kind of MSD. A census, where the

material is collected and prepared in an order that has no relation whatsoever

to the tabulation order, might be a case fur a M3J). Generally speaking,

a BAS2) offers an attractive solution where the input material as a whole has

to be taken as a unit for processing and where no tabulation Can be finalized

before the very last input record has been prepared. In many cases, however,

the way in which the census-data are collected results in a suseful presorting.

This is normally the case in a de facto population census. The data for an

enumeration area can be processed, independently of the data for other areas,

as soon as they have been prepared. This is called batch-processing. Assuming

the above-mentioned recommended tables, only, some 5,000 locations are needed

for a complete tabulation in one run. If an additional presorting according to,

for instance, sez and age is made, the required capacity comes down to the

order of a few hundreds. (The capacities quoted here are for the tables only,

and are in addition to the requirements for the actual programme and a possible
supervisory programme.)

6. The three methods can, as already mentioned, be combined. It should also

be noted that a DASD can play a very important role, even if it is not large

enough to store all required tables simultaneously,

7« Storing in a MSE is slower than storing in the central memory. It

might, therefore, be economical in s.rae cases to programme so that the most

frequent cases are tabulated in the central memory and the less frequent in

the 3ASD. The computer can be programmed to find out where the tabulation

should take place in order to minimize the processing time. Inprt data for

which no destination is reserved in the central memory or in a DASD (because

no M3E is attached or its capacity is surpassed), can be "dumped" on a

magnetic tape fcr future processing. In some cases, it might even pay its

way to dump excessive data on punched cards. Inherent in the dumping technique

is the possibility of reducing the volume of input data from one run to another.

8. The tabulation of an input record consists of finding, for each table,

whether any data from the record should be added to any location in the table.
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If data have to "be added to the table, the problem is to find the serial

numbers of the locations within the table that have to be "updated". When >

the numbers have been found, the additions take place. A serial number

calculated for a table must,of course, fall within the limits of the table. i

One way of ensuring this would be to reserve for each table, a residual

group where the records with erroneous codes could be added. This would,

however9 create chaotic discrepancies between tables and would not solve the

problem in the case where it is not clear whether a record belongs to a

table or not. The method normally chosen is to ensure "processability" through

a special checking programme* This imposes a kind of precision in processing

that goes far beyond what is statistically required.

C. The detection and correction of errors

9- Precision is achieved through volume control and editing. The standard

method is to let the enumerator summarize - on a checklist - a few basic

data from the questionnaires, such as number of persons, households, living

quarters, industrial enterprises, agricultural holdings, etc. By summarizing

the checklists throughout the hierarchy of geographical subdivisions, two

things are achieved. Firstly, a few, provisional, statistical data'are

quickly made available. Secondly, a framework is created for checking

completeness and uniqueness- This is the volume con+-ol and it is of

fundamental importance throughout all the handling of material and data.

10. Editing consists of two phases: the detection of errors and the

correction of errors. Some editing is, and must be, performed manually.

However9 experience has shown tha+ manual editing is not efficient enough.

Furthermore, the records must be error-free as they appear in the central

memory. Errors might be introduced in punching, in mark sensing or in

optical character reading. The computer can be programmed for the first

phase only or for the two phases combined* In the first case, the computer

will print a list of the erroneous records and the character of each error.

This procedure might be combined with rejection of the erroneous input

records. The corrections will, in this case, be made manually. In the

second case the appearance of an error will initiate an automatic correction
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procedure, which is either deterministic or stochastic. A deterministic

procedure is one where a given condition defines a unique value. For

instance, the rule always to set sex as female whenever a number of children

born alive is reported, is a deterministic procedure. A stochastic prooedure

is one where a given condition defines a frequency distribution of possible

values for an erroneous (or missing) code. The actual value is determined

by a random process. For instance, a rule to determine a missing age by

randum drawing of a number, with a given distribution, is a stochastic process.

11; The correction procedures must, of course, be constructed so that no

new errors or inconsistencies are introduced. A simple way to formulate

the stochastic rules is to assume that missing or erroneous data are distributed

as the correct data. But this is one of the more questionable methods to use.

Errors sometimes appear in a very systematic way. A coder might constantly

misunderstand certain answers (perhaps-because of language differences) or

he might have memorized certain codes incorrectly. People of one religion

might be more unwilling to state their religion than people 'of other religions.

It is a very tricky problem to formulate the rulas fCr automatic corrections.

But once it has been done, the gains are considerable. Verification of coding

and punching can be skipped or rsduced to sample operations*

12. Automatic corrections must be under constant statistical control. The

editing programma must-report the number of errors by type by coder by punch

operator for each batch-, and from time to time the prerequisites for the

stochastic rules must be checked.

13- Not all errors can be corrected automatically. For instance, errors

resulting from misplacing of questionnaires are of this nature.

14- Editing is not always limited to the individual record per se, its codes

and the interrelations betwesn its codes. Editing might cover the interrelations

between records of the same group, such as records for all members of a household.

Editing is sometimes combined"with the creation of summary records as well as

with transfer-of-data^#rom master records to detail records or transfer between

matching returns in--di-#fe^ent-d©nsus«s*

15* aaitin£ is a prerequisite for""the functioning of the tabulation-programme.

This does not msan that editing only before the tabulation starts is a sufficient
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procedure to ensure acceptable tables, nor does it mean, for practical reasons,

that all editing must be done before the tabulation is started- The following

two examples will clarify the two points. :

16. Example I. In a census of population, a question about the kind of ,

diploma of vocatiunal training was asked. The answer "Driver's license"

was given the code for "Other diploma". In the individual record per se

the code for "other diploma" was acceptable- In the tabulation, the high

frequency for "Other diploma" raised doubt and resulted in the detection of

the error.

17« Example 1 shows that a study of the proportions within a table can

reveal errors that cannot be, or have not been, detected in the individual

record per se. The computer can be programmed to analyze the tables and to

signal cases to be investigated. '

18. -Szample 2. In a census of population the tabulation plan might have a

table, for the country as a whole, with complete cross—classification of

industry by> occupation. The capacity might very well be sufficient for

testing the industrial and occupational codes independently of each other

on the batch level but insufficient for a practical and economical testing

of the combination of them on the same level. By excluding the cross-

classification from the original testing and tabulation, the batch-processing

might be undertaken with a fair degree of accuracy. VThen the batch-processing

is over, the cross-classifications can be sorted and tested against a file

with permissible combinations. After corrections, the countrywide table

can be produced.

19- xixample 2 raises the question of whether the errors detected in the

second round of editing will affect the tables made directly after the first

round of editing. If the end of the tabulation has been reached, the rigorous

requirements set by the computer are no longer at hand and the problem is

reduced to one of statistical significance; if any possible decision based

upon the tables can be reasonably suspected tu be influenced by an additional

round of corrections^ the corrections have to be made; otherwise they need

not be made.
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20. Corrections can "be done systematically toy running the whole tabulation

programme with the erroneous input records as negative components and their

possible replacements as positive components* The tables, consisting only

of the balances between the two components are then used for updating; of the

table file. It is thus not necessary to rerun all input records in.order

to make the corrections.

21. The basic tabl3ssthat is,1 the tables created directly from the input

records for the individual cases, are in their turn added together to new tables

in one or more hierarchies. The editing of tables is not limited to the -

basic round; it has to be made after each step in the aggregation*. The

editing of the tables is not only a hunt for errors? but it is, ae * matter of

fact, an advanced analysis and interpretation of the statistical material.

3)» Production by computer of final tables.for photo-offset

22- It "is well known that the computer can be used for printing tables with

headings, stubs, page numbers, etc, in a form that can be used for reproduction

by the offset method. There are, for certain computers, character sets

available for simultaneous printing with different alphabets, such as

Latirv-Greek, Latin-Arabic, Latin-Hebrew etc. This means that bi-

alphabetic tables can be printed in one run.

23- Perhaps less known is a method called electronic photo—composition* In

one such system, now in use, a computer is programmed to direct a beam of

light through a selected image of a typographical character, thus projecting

the character on a photographic film. In another system, now being developed,

the computer is programmed to direct the beam in a TV-tube to compose a page

on the screen- The screen is photographed and the film is, as.in the other

system, used for offset reproduction. A big variety of type-fonts are available

and the results can hardly be distinguished from ordinary printing. The

advantages with the automatic production of the tables are: higher speed,.

lower cost (at least in developed countries) and highar accuracy than with

conventional methods. It has previously been said that editing is a prerequisite

for the tabulation programme. jSdi'iing is alsu a prerequisite for the automatic

production of tables.
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24. The edited results of the tabulation programme are normally not completely

reproduced. The reasons are many. For convenience' in processing, soms tables

are created for the smallest geographical sub-divisions but are meaningful

only higher up in the hierarchy. Some errors can only be found but not

corrected, resulting in scrapped tables. Some tables might contain all'

possible entries, including those for which no amounts are reported and those

entries are not to appear in the printed tables. The selection and modifications

of the tables to be printed are to a certain extent governed by the results

of the tabulation and can therefore not be fully planned in advance.

E. Summary

25'i, At the center of the processing of census data stands the tabulation.

In tabulation, the computer is used as an extremely fast accounting machine

with a large number of registers. Verification of coding and possible-

punching can to a considerable extent be taken over by the computer. The

computer can read not only punched cards or papertapes but also marks and

characters (typed or handwritten). The computer can perform the first phase

of the editings the detection and reporting of errors. To a certain extent,

the computer can^also perform the second phase of the editing: .the corrections.

Every second step in the processing is an editing step, where the results of

the previous step are analyzed and the way for the next following step is .

cleared. Interwoven is a volume control to ensure that no material is mistakenly

processed more or fewer times than requirod. The computer can be programmed

to prepare the source for offset reproduction of the tables.

26.. The degree of automation a country should apply must be .judged from

case to case. Generally speaking, the computer must have capacity enough

to. keep pace with the coding and other preparations of the input records.

The clerical operations and the coding system must be under continuous control

by the computer, through a kind of "early, warning system". The returns might

show unexpected, characteristics that call for changes in the coding system.

All of this means that the computer and the programmea must be in operating

shape when.the census is taken. This, according- to experience, means that

the preparations for the processing must start between 12 to 18 months; before
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the census day. If a pilot census is taken it is preferable to let it go

through the processing phase. This means that the reference day for the

start of the preparations will be the pilot census day, or approximately so.

Ample time for the development of the processing system is of greatest importance,

The processing aspect must be given attention from the very start of the census

planning and throughout its development.
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Example of Tabulation on a Computer.

In the central memory of the computer, 400 words (locations, areas,

cells) numbered 4200 thru 4599 are (in this example) available for

tabulation. Each of these words can be used as a counter. In this example,

the available part of the central memory will be used for the creation of:

Table 1« Population by single year of age and sex

Table 2s ' Population by marital status, age-and sex

As can be seen below, there are 102 age-codes, 2 sex-codes and 5 0°^*

for marital status. Thus, 204 words are needed for Table 1, and consequently

the words 4200 thru 4403 have been reserved for Table 1. For Table 2, the

ages form 15 age-groups. The required number of words is therefore 150

and the words 4404 thru 4553 have been set aside for Table 2. Observe that

words have been reserved for the basic, parts of the tables only and not for

^y..toalV:o±,:ao^called.marglnal distribution. This. cpnceptaC-illustrated

in the following version of Table 2. The shaded areas represent the marginal

distributions.

Age group

lees than

15

im.9

20-24

* • • •

75 and

over

Hot stated

TOTAL

Male

Marital status

1 2 3 4 9 TO Tiii

f

Femal e

Marital status

1

I

i

1 f

-i

«

u

2 3 4 9 TOTAL

Total

Marital status

1 2 3 4 9 TOTAL

*

■ -.
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The words 4554 thru 4599 are not used. For each input record, a "one"

has to be added to the proper word in the area reserved for Table 1 and to the

proper word in the area reserved for Table 2. The number of the proper word, *

that is the address, is a simple function of the codes for sex, age and

marital status, but not;of the external version of the codes but of an '

internal version. ; The. external version is the one used in coding and punching

the questionnaires. Tiie; internal version is caloulated by the"'computer. The

internal version may, be ,the same as the external and the-tnte-pnal versicn may

vary'from table to table,"%b illustrated frelow. In this case the two

functions are: [''["

Address for Table 1 . (sex - l)o 102* + (age -l) + 4200

Address for Table 2 .« (sex - l). 75 + (age- l) .5 + (marital status - l)+44<

The'different versions of the codes, are as follows:
■ ■ j.. ; ■■

Ex-bernal code for age ; Internal oode ,for age. Table 1 Internal oode for a

00 for age below 1 year 001 for age below 1 year 01 for age below 15

01-99 for ages 01-99 002-100 for ages 01-99 02 for ages 15-19

XX for age 100 and over 101 for age 100 and over 03 for ages 20-24

YY for age not stated 102 for age not stated

14 for age 75 and over

15 Ttfr age not stated

External code for sex = Internal code for sex

1 for male ;.

2 for vfemale " ]

External- code ' ... .
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External code for marital status

1 for single

2 for married

3 for widowed

4 for divorced

9 for not stated

Internal code for marital status,Table 2

1 for single

2 for married

3 for widowed

4 for divorced

5 for not stated

Sample computation of addresses:

External codes

Age Sex Mar. status

Record 1 21 1 2

Record 2 YY 2 9

Record 3 75 2 4

Internal codes and addresses

Age

22

102

76

Table

Sex

1

2

2

1

Address

4221

4403

4377

Age

3

15

14

Sex

1

2

2

Table

M&r.

2

Bti

2

5

4

4415

4554

4547

On the following page, +he available part of the central memory is illustrated.

The words where a "one" has to be added in the tabulation of the above three

records contain the symbol "plus 1".
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START OF TABLE 1

START OF TABLE *




